Reduce Document Handling Costs & Delays
AutoFORM LaserNet COLD Archiving

Features at a Glance
3⁄4 Quick and easy implementation
extension from LaserNet or other
output management systems

Invoice

3⁄4 No changes to ERP required
3⁄4 Eliminates a multitude of
document copying, filing and
distribution costs & delays
3⁄4 Communicate & share
information across your
organisation: View documents
from ERP or via the web browser
3⁄4 Advanced auto-indexing
facilities: makes AutoFORM
ideal for high volume, long term
archiving applications
3⁄4 Send copy invoices without
making a reprint
3⁄4 Helps you to meet Sarbanes
Oxley

Technical Specification
3⁄4 Web services integration
technology
3⁄4 URL/API linking
3⁄4 Web-browser viewing from ERP
enquiry screens
3⁄4 LDAP access control: access
restricted to an individual,
department, location or released
for company wide access.

All your generated documents
automatically copied, indexed and stored

View and reprint Your business
documents from your web-browser

Fast Online Access to Copy Documents
To answer a customer or audit query it is often necessary to refer to a copy of
an invoice, a purchase order, or letter. However, making paper copy documents
available to staff where and when they need them can cost a considerable amount
of time and money. AutoFORM PDM archive significantly reduces these costs.
Quick and Easy Extension to LaserNet Output Manager
If you are already using LaserNet or indeed any other output manager that converts
print files into electronic formats, it is very easy to switch to electronic filing and
viewing, with AutoFORM PDM. AutoFORM will capture your ERP documents as
they are generated, index them and make them immediately viewable across your
business - at any desktop with a web-browser. Or for sensitive documents access
can be restricted to a department or even individual.
The advantage with AutoFORM is the power of its indexing and search facilities.
Data is collected from your ERP to create the index keys allowing documents to be
found on virtually any search criterion: company name, date, file reference, address
and any other index you choose.
Accelerated Business Processing
Not only do you save on the time and expense of printing, circulating and storing
paper documents, your company's decision makers—whether they are based
centrally or at a remote office—are empowered with immediate web-browser
desktop access to the information they need.

Instant Retrieval & REPRINT
Documents automatically linked to ERP screens so that users can simply key
in a document reference to view them onscreen-instantly.
Search for documents via web browser interface, by name, reference,
address, date, GL code, budget holder and any number of other
classifications you choose.
REPRINT a copy document without having to regenerate in the ERP system.
Includes multiple document report printing.

Or Web browser

Invoice

Windows interface so that documents can be searched for by
document type, date, name, address, reference, and a number of
other classifications

Add a Note
Electronic notes—with automated author, date & time stamp—can
be linked to each documents to maintain an auditable record of any
queries, and agreed resolutions

Email a Copy
Resolve customer & supplier queries quickly with the ability to email
copy documents while you are still talking on the phone. Ideal for credit
control calls—denied invoices can be immediately sent by email so that
you can agree a payment date without having to ring back.

Customer Web-Portal Access
24/7 Global access. Customers, suppliers and remote
workers can collect their own document copies from a
secure portal on your web-site. (Portal is arranged so that
only documents relevant to their interests can be viewed)
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